
Becoming a VOC Trip Leader Course

There is a lot of information here, read through it. If most of it sounds like you
already know it then you’re ready to be a trip leader! Also works great as a 
checklist for trip planning.

Learning Objectives
You will …

… feel confident in their ability to lead a VOC trip, and be inspired to do so.
… define the roles of a Trip Leader and Trip Organizer and list the duties of each.

… acquire and apply the skills required to use the Trip Agenda for organizing a trip.

1) Why do we lead Trips? 

[ Reflect about this and give a short answer when you introduce yourself ]

 It’s fun, and you can plan to do whatever you want to do
 Give back to the VOC after taking/learning a lot by going on trips
 It makes the VOC what it is, an awesome community

2) What is a Trip Leader vs. Trip Organizer?
Doesn’t have to be the same person.
 Trip Organizer

i. Plan and organize the logistics of the trip, routes of travel and leave
a copy of the trip plan with a responsible individual

ii. Get the participants to the starting location, on time, properly 
equipped and technically prepared for the trip to happen.

iii. Don’t have to be an expert to organize a trip
 Trip Leader

i. Manage the safety of the group; identify and inform participants of 
hazards, assess and manage the risk, navigate to the destination, 
keep everyone together and found

ii. Keep the group stoked and in high morale, check in with each 
participant. 

 Be encouraging but don’t pressure people to do something 
they don’t want to do if it’s not essential to safety (i.e. skinny
dipping)

iii. Teach novices outdoor skills and share tips about experiencing 
nature

 As a technical skills guideline; teach people only to 10% of 
what you know

 A trip leader is not a paid guide. We are here to help people make 
decisions and are liable to do our best to aid those people on our trips to 
the best of our abilities. You are taking a personal responsibility for the 
well-being of others but you can’t tell people what to do.



 The VOC Exec go over each past and future trip at our meetings and will 
step in if they deem a trip unsafe or inappropriately prepared or if future 
action should be taken.

3) VOC Trip Ethics
 Leave No Trace: ‘Take only pictures, leave only footprints’

i. This should be the guiding principal for VOC trips, we must 
model/teach a strict LNT ethic to beginners so that they can enjoy 
the outdoors responsibly

ii. http://www.leavenotrace.ca/adnbase/js/wysiwyg/plugins/ExtendedFil
eManager/uploads/leaveno/Responsable_Ecotourism_EN_2012.pdf

 Self-propelled:
i. Minimize the use of fossil fuels where possible
ii. Take as few cars as you absolutely require

4) Sketch the trip that you want to lead.

[ Take 2 minutes and come up with a trip which you could lead this year ]

- Where are you going? - How many people are coming?
- How long are you gone? - What is the skill level of participants?
- What are the conditions for the trip? - Will you need a Pre-trip meeting?
- What special equipment is required?

 What are the ‘Types’ of trips we lead?
 Casual/ Social Trips: Tea drinking, Beach BBQ, Movie night…
 ‘Beginner Friendly’: Walk in the park - Death March definitions

 A explicit promise that the Trip Leader will take responsibility 
to ensure novices will be safe. It’s okay if they are slow, they 
won’t be left behind.

 A non-technical, non-strenuous trip which most fit individuals 
can accomplish with ease

 A non-technical trip in which in-experienced people may 
participate but still could be physically strenuous

 A minimal of technical skills are required (i.e. how to belay to 
ice climb)

 You’re an evil person and leading a death march
 ‘Intermediate Friendly’: Challenging trips either physically and/or 

technically. Most trips fall into this category
 Instructional Trips: The primary purpose is to learn skills for the 

outdoors

 Trip Idea resources
i. http://www.ubc-voc.com/wiki/Trip_ideas
ii. Trail websites linked above

http://www.ubc-voc.com/wiki/Trip_ideas
http://www.leavenotrace.ca/adnbase/js/wysiwyg/plugins/ExtendedFileManager/uploads/leaveno/Responsable_Ecotourism_EN_2012.pdf
http://www.leavenotrace.ca/adnbase/js/wysiwyg/plugins/ExtendedFileManager/uploads/leaveno/Responsable_Ecotourism_EN_2012.pdf


iii. VOC library guidebooks
iv. Previous Trip Reports

[ Take 5 minutes and plan the details of your trip. What did you plan for? ]

 How many people are going to go?
i. Depends on the nature of the trip
ii. 1 car-load is OK;  even recommended for your first few trips. It’s a 

more personal experience.
iii. US forest Service Parks Permits have  a 12 person maximum per 

group, a good guideline
iv. Larger trips (20+) can be fun too, may be more stressful to plan.
v. Plan to have a max. 4 novices / co-leader

 Screening participants
i. Set a standard:

 What are the technical skills absolutely required for this trip
 What personal equipment is necessary for each participant
 Communicate the standard to the participants as clearly as 

possible
ii. Screen:

 You need to ensure that every participant knows what 
technical skills and equipment is necessary for this trip. Pre-
trip is great for this.

 Use the ‘Question to Participants’ box on the Trip Agenda to 
ask specifically about technical skills

 Look at participants past-trip history / ask previous trip 
leaders about the participant’s abilities

 It is okay to tell people “No!”, if they don’t have the 
necessary pre-requisites, even if the trip isn’t full.   

 Gear Requirements
i. http://www.ubc-voc.com/wiki/Gear_lists
ii. Consider if your trip will require special equipment not usual (i.e. 

canoe, touring bike, caving anchors…) and list them, plan time to 
teach people to use them correctly if required.

iii. For BF-trips; bring the equipment to the pre-trip so that people can 
see it and explain why it’s important (headlamps!)

iv. Bring a SPOT and know how to use it (free for Trip Organizers, w/ 
deposit)

 You should hold a Pre-trip meeting unless it’s a trip in which you know 
everyone is experienced and there are relatively few details to plan (i.e. 
cragging in Squamish) 

http://www.ubc-voc.com/wiki/Gear_lists


 Check the appropriate conditions
 Weather, both leading up to and during the trip.
 Seasonal; glacier levels, avalanche danger, water levels
 Road and trail conditions, logging road open/closures
 Hut Registrations

 Advertise your trip
i. Trip Agenda is the main tool for organizing trips

 Choose a good name; 
- “January Pow Slaying Festival” is great
-  “Let’s ski this weekend” is meh
- “Suffering Slogger’s Deathmarch” isn’t the best for a 

BF trip
ii. Make a message boards post for your trip where people can talk 

about it
iii. Link to the relevant wiki-page (“Introduction to ….”)
iv. GET STOKED & TALK TO EVERYONE ABOUT IT! Word of mouth gets 

people stoked the fastest and gets people interested in it. It’s better
to have too much interest then not enough.

 Additional questions about trip planning?
i. VOC Message Boards is one of the best resources we have to 

connect you to other trip leaders and experienced people for good 
advice

ii. BC Parks website
iii. VOC Library books, Freedom of the Hills
iv. Google

5) The Pre-Trip Meeting

 Communicate the skill/gear standard required
i. Bring necessary gear if it’s a BF trip to show people what/why they 

need it
ii. Ensure the participants meet the technical/gear standard
iii. This can include group equipment like 4-season tents, snow-tires on

cars etc…

 Finalize the ‘Going’ list (could be done ahead of time)
i. Drivers First: Often this is the limiting factor, drivers get to come 

first if you’re short on rides
ii. First Come First Served: use the order of the ‘committed’ list on the 

trip agenda to sign people up (and attending/represented at the 
pre-trip)

iii. Co-Leaders + FCFS: same as above but you add 
experienced/instructors for every x novices



iv. It’s your trip you can take or not take who you want, just 
explain your reasoning so they don’t feel left out

 Main Trip Discussion (powerpoint is great for this)
i. Get people psyched to go!
ii. Discuss the driving route and plan a meeting place/time for cars 

prior to trailhead (Coffee shops are great!)
iii. Discuss the trip route, alternative plans
iv. Tell participants what is expected of them (physically, technically 

etc…)
v. Discuss hazards, most recent conditions and challenges on the 

route
vi. Bring topographic maps, guidebooks, print-outs of descriptions for 

everyone to see
vii. Define trip cancellation conditions and how you will communicate 

them
viii. Provide one central means to contact you for any last minute 

changes

 Organize ‘Going’ into sub-groups
i. Group Dynamics and Equipment

 Designate Front/Sweeper/Mid co-leader positions
 Designate who has First Aid Training
 Organize group equipment; SPOT, First Aid Kit, GPS…
 Share contact information amongst the group

ii. Car Groups: 
 Trip Agenda has the ‘Driver Page’ and is great for this
 Write each car/driver on a chalkboard and have people sign 

up for which ride fits them best (for large groups)
iii. Food/Tent Groups:

 Have people organize themselves into Tent groups, often 
these are food groups to share a stove/food

iv. Rope Teams
 Often people will choose their own partners, it’s a good idea 

to get an idea of who is climbing with whom
v. Don’t overplan ; )

 “The Plan”
i. Watch ‘127 hours’ if you haven’t done so already
ii. It’s critical to leave a detailed plan with a responsible person for 

every trip, no matter how small. This will initiate rescue if 
something goes wrong and have all the information to get help to 
you as soon as humanly possible

iii. The Plan should have:
 Names of every participant



 Allergies, Medical Conditions, Medications of participants
 Emergency contact information for participants
 Which car/rope teams they belong to
 Vehicle descriptions and license plates 
 Primary and secondary route descriptions
 Objectives planned on being attempted
 Copies of relevant route descriptions/maps
 Planned time of return
 Time to initiate rescue
 Contact information for relevant rescue teams or emergency 

services
 SPOT signals and times pre-agreed upon

 Take the time to talk to beginner and gauge how they feel
i. What food are they planning on bringing
ii. What clothes do they have
iii. What gear are they missing
iv. What skills are they ‘okay’  or ‘weak’ in
v. Let them know they can ask/call you directly for help, or designate 

experienced to do this
vi. Tell them that they are expected to pay for the gas + wear/tear on 

cars. They should ask their drivers how much they anticipate the 
cost will be.

vii. If they bail last minute, i.e. past this point, they are expected to 
either find someone to replace them or pay their share of the 
drivers cost.

6) D-Day
 Morning of

i. Bring 2 copies of ‘The Plan’ for yourself and one to leave on the car 
dash

ii. Re-check condition reports where appropriate
iii. Check your primary communication device for last minute 

messages
iv. Meet at coffee/ car junction spot. Wait for all cars to arrive and/or 

call
 Trailhead

i. Wait for all cars to arrive to the trailhead and depart together
ii. Establish a ‘Buddy System’, pair experienced/novices together

 Lead the trip (tips)
i. Keep the group as together as possible, have pre-determined 

meeting spots for breaks.
 Ensure the sweeper remains at the back



 Designate a ‘head’ whom no-one is allowed to pass
ii. If someone is doing something inefficiently, take the time to correct 

this early (i.e. wobbling backpack)
iii. Divide the group weight load per fitness, not necessarily equally
iv. Take the time to teach, share the beauty of the wilderness and relax

yourself. Have fun.

 Leaving slow novices behind
i. DON’T DO IT!
ii. It’s not their fault that they are slow, encourage and inspire them!
iii. Help them with pack weight
iv. Make sure they get adequate breaks too, often the group rests and 

waits for people in the back and continue going as soon as they 
catch up

 Departing
i. Don’t start the return from camp to the car until everyone off of 

technical terrain or back at camp.
ii. Don’t have cars drive off until everyone is back at the cars, no 

mixing passengers.
iii. Do a final head count and make sure everyone is leaving together.

7) Post Trip
You have lead your first trip, Congratulations!  It’s not too hard in the end.
 Check in with your safety contact person and let them know everyone is 

back safely
 Coerce the ‘Youngest/Newest/Suffered the most’ participant to  write a Trip

Report. It’s VOC tradition y’know.


